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Abstract
Loopholes exist in nearly every regime, which leads to invalidity and instability in the running process of a regime. In this paper, we
propose a new framework based on agent method and game theory to find loopholes in a regime, which contains two players with their
clear payoffs. Following the principle of “winners stay, losers change”, agents make their own choices among strategies, and their choices
can affect the payoffs of other players, resulting in a dynamic equilibrium that has obvious features in decision path, which can be easily
found in the final figures after simulation. We further exploit typical cases, such as prisoner's dilemma, anti-coordination game,
coordination game and harmony, of which the results have been mathematical proved, to illustrate the validity of our method. Finally, we
make some regimes in this paper based on the classical case, “Boxed Pigs”, and find the loopholes in these regimes. By utilizing the
framework proposed in this paper, managers are able to detect possible problems in advance at the time when they make regimes, which
helps reduce the loss of costs caused by management and improve team relations.
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1. Introduction
A rational and efficient regime can collect a flock of selfish individuals into a group with strong productivity because it
gives individuals the payoff reference to deal with problems. When builders of a regime neglect some details, invalidity and
instability occurs. On the one hand, no one wants to obey the regime to make efforts in the right direction; on the other hand,
the inner friction increases quickly. In the typical case of prisoner's dilemma, for example, no matter how players
communicate with each other before the game, the result of defection is unavoidable, which leads to the lowest total payoff
of a group. In the running process of a practical regime, this kind of defection can be represented as low job enthusiasm and
disharmony. Regimes with loopholes, therefore, will seriously hamper the normal and efficient operation of a company.
Game theory is the study of decision among strategies between two or more players in a game. In natural evolution and
social development, cooperation always plays a very important role. Some cooperation is for the purpose of altruism, but
most cooperation reaches a win-win relationship. Through the framework of game theory, we can find the conditions to
make more efficient cooperation to reach win-win status. As reference of cooperation, regimes make the win-win status last
longer. But any loophole in regimes can attract selfish individuals to pursue their own best interests, which damages the total
payoff of group. Therefore, to some degree, these kind of regimes are invalid and unstable, even harmful.
In this paper, we propose an automatic simulation framework to find loopholes in a regime. Base on the principle of
“winners stay, losers change”, we use a flock of agents to do evolution simulation according to the regime, actually, each
player's payoffs. Losers will change their choice of strategies in next turn randomly, and winners stay their strategies. After
several competitions, we get a figure, in which we can find the loopholes in the regimes by tracing the decision path of
selfish players. Different results have different meanings in actual regimes, so we need to analyze the results to find the
actual loopholes. We will make some regimes in this paper based on the classical case, “Boxed Pigs”, and use our method to
find loopholes in given regimes.
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2. Framework
In our framework, there are two main classes: game class, which controls the whole process of the game, and agent class,
which controls the decisions among strategies of each agent. Then, we give a simple introduction to our framework, in
which we assume that there are two agents in the game, and each agent makes a choice between two strategies.
2.1. Basic Parameters
2.1.1. Payoff Matrix
We need extract the main payoff relationship from given regime, because the regime itself cannot participate in computation
[3,5]. Payoff matrix is show as Table 1.
Table 1. Payoff Matrix
Player B

Payoff _Matrix
Player A

Strategy 0

Strategy 1

Strategy 0

3, 1

4, 0

Strategy 1

0, 4

0, 0

In the payoff matrix, if Player A uses Strategy 0, and Player B uses Strategy 0 at the same time, then the payoff of
Player A is 3, and the payoff of Player B is 1. And we need change the form of payoff matrix into list, because the program
cannot deal with the matrix directly. The list form of payoff matrix is show as below:

Payoff _ Matrix  [((3,1), (4,0)), ((0,4), (0,0))]

(1)

In the basic description of our framework, we use determined values to describe the payoff relationship in regimes. But
in practical applications, it is often hard to know all determined values. Instead we can find some functional relations
between the payoffs and strategies, so there is still much room to enrich our framework. In this paper, we just make a
description about the simple form of our framework, and focus on the architecture of our framework.
2.1.2. Repeated Times of the Game in Each Generation
When the repeated times of the game in each generation is set as 1, it means the strategy of each agent will be changed after
one time of game [2,11]. But in practical applications, players often use Strategy 0 at some probability a , and use Strategy
1 at probability 1  a , so it forms a mixed strategy (a,1  a) . In this paper, we mainly discuss this kind of mixed strategy.
For an instance, when we talk about the case of cooperation, players in each generation are more likely not to cooperate
with others at the rate of 100%, maybe they can choose defection in a low rate, maybe 10%, which means that in one
generation of game, one can choose cooperation at the rate of 90% and choose defection at the rate of 10%. This kind of
description in probability is more fit for modeling regimes, and it turns discrete choices into continuous problems, which is
benefit for finding potential laws in regimes. Our framework will generate a series of game steps by the probability in
player’s strategy randomly. For example, if the repeated times of the game in each generation is set as 10, and the players
use the strategy of (0.2,0.8) , then the game steps can be portrayed as 1111100111, or 1110101111, or other sequence that
meets probability in the strategy. Each side of the game uses one’s own strategy, and our framework will generate game
steps randomly, and calculate the final payoffs as the results of this generation of game.
2.1.3. Generations of the Game
In each generation of game, losers will change their strategies in the next generation, and winners will remain their
strategies to their offspring [14]. This is called “winners stay, losers change”, which is a common principle in most forms of
game. In practical applications, we can follow different principles in different problems. In this paper, we make a
description about this simple principle. After several generations, we can get the history of agent’s strategies, which is
called decision path, from which we can find the loopholes in the given regimes. To some degree, in our framework, we
take regimes as games, and take participators as players. We can find the loopholes in the regimes by tracing the decision
path of selfish players. It is just like finding a broken egg by tracing a fly.
2.2. Game Class
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Game class has three main functions.
2.2.1. Control the Process of the Game
First of all, our framework will set initial strategies of agents, for example, (0.4,0.6) , which means agent will use Strategy
0 at probability 0.4, and use Strategy 1 at probability 0.6. Different agents will get one’s own initial strategies, and our
framework will generate game steps according to initial strategies. After one generation of game, losers change their
strategies and winners remain their strategies in the next generation [4,10]. This repeats until the number of generations
reaches a given value. Each agent will record the history of its own strategies in the process.
2.2.2. Normalize Payoffs
For different problems, the payoffs may be very large or very small [9]. We can map the payoffs into a range of [0,1] ,
because we focus on the change process of the payoffs. Hence, this kind of normalization will not affect the relative change
process of the payoffs, and there is no need to change the parameters when the given regime is changed. In this paper, we
choose a kind of normalization is show as below:

Current _ Payoff 

Re al _ Payoff  Min _ Payoff
Max _ payoff  Min _ Payoff

(2)

2.2.3. Draw Figures as Needed
Our framework can draw figures about decision path and the change of payoffs by using matplotlib, a python plotting
library, which can produce publication quality figures. In this paper, we just talk about the meaning of decision path, and
give some reasonable explanations on given problems. More kinds of figures can be drawn in further work.
2.3. Agent Class
Agent class has two main functions.
2.3.1. Change Strategies Based on the Results of Former Generation of Game
In this paper, we use the method of random adjustment to change strategies. If an agent loses in one generation of game, it
will change its strategy into any other floating numbers in the range of [0,1] . For example, if the former strategy is

(0.2,0.8) , and the agent loses in former generation of game, then its strategy can be changed into (0.5,0.5) . This process
is random. In practical applications, we can use different adjustment methods in different situations. For instance, we can
use the method of small-scale random adjustment, considering the low speed of human’s reaction. We will propose more
viable strategy adjustment methods in future work, and we can also do some research on how agents learn to change their
strategies based on the history of game, which will be good to the development of machine learning.
2.3.2. Record the Information of Agents in the Process of Game
Agents can record the new strategy when the strategy is changed, and record the payoffs of the new strategy in one
generation of game [15]. As for different problems, it can record more details. In this paper, it only records the process of
the adjustment of its strategies, namely decision path. The extra record of payoffs lets the results more expressive. In more
complicated cases, agent can also record the strategies of its opponents. As long as the information can be obtained in the
process of game, it can be recorded by agents, which will be used in loopholes identification or any other practical
applications. It is more significant when we use data mining methods to dig the records of agents to find valuable clues in
some typical fields.
3. Our Framework in Symmetrical Games
The results of symmetrical games have been proved mathematically [12], so we can use the cases of symmetrical games to
observe the rationality of our method. Since our method does not apply to whether the game is symmetrical and whether the
players are rational, our method can be applied on a larger scale since it only considers the payoffs of the game,. Without
complicated mathematical tools, it just needs to set the payoffs list and run, and the result figures can explain the problems
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to a certain extent. In this section, we will apply our method to symmetrical games to illustrate the rationality of our method.
It should be emphasized that we explain the rationality of our method through the way of example verification, instead of
mathematical proof, so the preciseness is not enough but can deal with some sorts of problems. We will use four typical
cases in symmetrical game to verify our method, and they are prisoner's dilemma, anti-coordination game, coordination
game and harmony.
First of all, we assume that we are discussing symmetrical game, and the players in game are totally rational. In
addition, we set the repeated times of the game in each generation as 100, and the number of generations in the game is 500.
The circles in the final figures represent the decision path of player A, and the squares represent the decision path of player
B. In order to make the figures clear, we just record the probability of each player’s choice on strategy 0, because the sum of
probability of player’s choices on strategy 0 and strategy 1 is 1.
Then, since we are talking about symmetrical game, we just focus on the payoffs of Player A. The payoff matrix of
player A is show as Table 2.
Table 2. Payoff Matrix of Player A
Player B
Payoff _Matrix
Player A

Strategy 0

Strategy 1

Strategy 0

a

b

Strategy 1

c

d

Since the payoffs only depend on the selected strategy in symmetrical game, we can change payoff matrix into the form
of Table 3.
Table 3. After Change of Payoff Matrix of Player A
Player B

Payoff _Matrix
Player A

Strategy 0

Strategy 1

Strategy 0

0

b-d

Strategy 1

c-a

0

In Table 3, we let the first column of payoff matrix minus a , and the second column of payoff matrix minus d . Since the payoffs only depend on the
selected strategy in symmetry game, such changes will not affect the tendency of the selection of the players on strategies. Then, we do a further
abstraction and get a payoff matrix as

Table 4.
Table 4. Abstraction of Payoff Matrix
Player B

Payoff_ Matrix
Player A

Strategy 0

Strategy 1

Strategy 0

0

n

Strategy 1

m

0

In

Table 4, if n<0 and m>0, the game is called prisoner's dilemma in game theory, and if n>0 and m>0, the game is called
anti-coordination game, and if n<0 and m<0, the game if called coordination game, and if n>0 and m<0, the game is called
harmony. Then, we discuss the four cases respectively.
3.1. Prisoner's Dilemma
Prisoner’s Dilemma[1]is a classic case in game theory, and it was formalized by Albert W. Tucker, who presented it as
follows:
Police arrest two suspects, but there is no enough evidence to charge the two suspects guilty. So police imprison the
two suspects separately, and they cannot exchange messages with each other. Then, police give them choices as follows:
A) If the two suspects stay silent (we take this choice as cooperation), they will be imprisoned for 1 year.
B) If the two suspects confess their crime (we take this choice as defection), they will be imprisoned for 3 years.
C) If one suspect confesses his crime, and the other stays silent, the former will be released immediately and the latter
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will be imprisoned for 5 years. The payoff matrix is show as Table 5.
D)
Table 5. Payoff Matrix of Prisoner’s Dilemma
Player B
Payoff _Matrix
Player A

S0(cooperation)
S1(defection)

S0(cooperation)

S1(defection)

-1, -1
0, -5

-5, 0
-3, -3

Since imprisonment is a loss to human, we take payoffs as non-positive numbers. Then, for each player, we know:
A) If the other side stays silent, I will choose to confess my crime to let myself be released, so I will choose defection.
B) If the other side confesses his crime, I will choose to confess my crime to minimize my loss, so I will choose
defection.
So, both rational players will choose defection. We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated
game, and get the figure of decision path show as Figure 1.

Figure 1. Decision Path of Prisoner’s Dilemma

In Figure 1, we find that although players try to cooperate with each other (let the probability of their choice on strategy
0 close to 1), but the result is most of their choices near 0, which means the two players both tend to strategy 1, namely
defection. So, we can get expected results by using our framework.
3.2. Anti-coordination Game
The typical case of anti-coordination game is snowdrift game.
One night in a snowstorm, two persons went home together, and they were blocked by a big snowdrift[8]. We assume
the payoff of shoveling snow is c , and the clear road will bring each person benefit of b , then:
A) If the two persons cooperate with each other to shovel snow (we take this choice as cooperation), each person’s
payoff will be M  b  c / 2
B) If the two persons both don’t want to make efforts to clear the road (we take this choice as defection), each person’s
payoff will be P  0
C) If one person shovels snow, and the other lays off, the former’s payoff will be N  b  c , and the latter will be
L b.
Obviously, in normal situation, L  M  N  P . We assume b is equal to 10, and c is equal to 8, then the payoff
matrix is show as Table 6.
Table 6. Payoff Matrix of Anti-coordination Game
Player B

Payoff _Matrix

Player A

S0(cooperation)

S1(defection)

S0(cooperation)

6, 6

2, 10

S1(defection)

10, 2

0, 0
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Then, for each player, what we know is shown as below:
A) If the other side shovels snow, I will choose to lay off to enjoy the fruits of others’ work, so I will choose defection.
B) If the other side lays off, I will choose to shovel snow, because I want to go home quickly, so I will choose
cooperation.
So, rational players will look at the choice of each other. If the other side shovels snow, I will have a rest; if the other
side lays off, I will shovel snow. We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated game, and get the
figure of decision path show as Figure 2.

Figure 2. Decision Path of Anti-Coordination Game

In Figure 2, we find that, in most cases, players will take opposite actions, although sometimes they enjoy a short
cooperation. Therefore, we can get expected results by using our framework.
3.3. Coordination Game
A case about coordination game is battle of the sexes:
There are a couple going on a vacation, the husband wants to watch a basketball game, and his wife wants to go
shopping, but they want to stay together, instead of being separated[6]. So:
A) If the couple both watch a basketball game (we take this choice as cooperation), the payoff of the husband is 10, and
the wife is 5.
B) If the couple both go shopping (we take this choice as defection), the payoff of the husband is 5, and the wife is 10.
C) If the husband watches a basketball game, and his wife goes shopping, they will be both dissatisfied, so their payoffs
are all 0, and vice versa.
D) The payoff matrix is show as Table 7.
Table 7. Payoff Matrix of Coordination Game
Payoff_ Matrix
Player A

Player B
S0(cooperation)

S1(defection)

S0(cooperation)

10, 5

0, 0

S1(defection)

0, 0

5, 10

Then, for each player, what we know is shown as below:
A) I can get the maximum benefit by making the same choice with the other side.
So, rational players will look at the choice of each other. If the other side watches a basketball game, I will watch a
basketball game; if the other side goes shopping, I will go shopping. We put the payoff matrix into our framework to
simulate the repeated game, and get the figure of decision path show as Figure 3.
In Figure 3, we find that, in most cases, players will make the same choice with each other, although sometimes they try
to make different choices. So, we can get expected results by using our framework.
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Figure 3. Decision Path of Coordination Game

3.4. Harmony
The typical case of harmony[7,13], which is relative to prisoner’s dilemma, is deadlock, whose payoff matrix is show as
Table 8.
Table 8. Payoff Matrix Of Harmony
Player B

Payoff _Matrix
Player A

S0(cooperation)

S1(defection)

S0(cooperation)

-1, -1

0, -3

S1(defection)

-3, 0

-2, -2

Figure 4. Decision Path of Harmony

Then, for each player, what we know is shown as below:
A) If the other side cooperates with me, I will choose cooperation to minimize my loss, so I will choose cooperation.
B) If the other side defects, I will choose cooperation to avoid any loss, so I will choose cooperation.
So, both rational players will choose cooperation. We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated
game, and get the figure of decision path show as Figure 4.
In Figure 4, we can easily find that, the two players both tend to cooperation. So, we can get expected results by using
our framework.
4. Experiments in Loopholes Identification
In this section, we are going to make some regimes based on the classic case “Boxed Pigs”, and use our framework to find
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the loopholes in these regimes.
Each company has strong technical experts, and it also has new recruits. So how to make effective regimes to let
employees work together and share the fruits is worthy of study. Awful regimes let technical experts do not want to work,
and let new recruits have more chance to thumb a ride. But good regimes can let them carry out their duties and finish their
own work well.
In the traditional version of “Boxed Pigs”, there are two pigs, a big one and a small one, in a pigsty, which has a pedal
on one side and a manger with a nozzle on another side. Pushing the pedal will cost energy, which is equal to 2 units of
hogwash, and the nozzle will eject 10 units of hogwash on the other side. If the big pig reaches the manger firstly, it can eat
9 units of hogwash, and if the small pig reaches the manger firstly, it can eat 4 units of hogwash. If they reach the manger at
the same time, the big one can eat 7 units of hogwash.
We take the big one as player A, and the small one as player B. And we assume the action of pushing the pedal is
cooperation, and the action of waiting is defection.
So the payoff matrix is show as Table 9.
Table 9. Payoff Matrix of Boxed Pigs
Player B
Payoff _Matrix
S0(cooperation)

S1(defection)

S0(cooperation)

5, 1

4, 4

S1(defection)

9, -1

0, 0

Player A

We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated game, and get the figure of decision path show as
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Decision Path of Boxed Pigs

In Figure 5, we find that, in most situations, the big one pushes the pedal while the small one waits for hogwash.
Sometimes, the big one wants to have a rest but the small one still waits; both pigs have nothing to eat so the big one has to
push the pedal again. The result is consistent with previous work. Then, we will research the effects of mechanism for
sharing food on pigs’ choices among strategies.
Now, we slightly adjust the original model.
The pigs are still in that pigsty, and pushing the pedal will cost energy, which is equal to b units of hogwash, and the
nozzle will eject a units of hogwash on the other side. But if the two pigs cooperate with each other to push the pedal, the
action of pushing the pedal will cost b/2 units of hogwash. If the big one reaches the manger firstly, it can eat c units of
hogwash, and if the small one reaches the manger firstly, it can eat d units of hogwash (c>d). If both of the two pigs wait,
they have nothing to eat. The most important is that the other food will be allocated by pig-breeder, namely allocation
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regimes.
We assume that

a is equal to 10, b is equal to 2, c is equal to 5, and d is equal to 3.

Then, we make some regimes to prevent the small pig thumbing a ride, and find the loopholes in these regimes by using
our framework.
Regime 1: The big one can get 80% of the other food, and the small one can get 20%.
The payoff matrix is shown as Table 10.
Table 10. Payoff Matrix of Regime 1
Player B

Payoff_ Matrix
S0(cooperation)
S1(defection)

Player A

S0(cooperation)
7, 1
9, -1

S1(defection)
3.6, 4.4
0, 0

We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated game, and get the figure of decision path show as
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Decision Path of Regime 1

In Figure 6, we can easily find that the regime cannot change the situation, and the small one still thumbs a ride, which
means that, if we do not think about the actual situation, we may easily make an invalid regime. Obviously, this regime
almost causes no effect on the actual benefit relationship.
Regime 2: The big one can get 20% of the other food, and the small one can get 80%.
The payoff matrix is shown as Table 11.
Table 11. Payoff Matrix of Regime 2
Payoff _Matrix
Player A

S0(cooperation)
S1(defection)

Player B
S0(cooperation)
1, 7
6, 2

S1(defection)
-0.6, 8.6
0, 0

We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated game, and get the figure of decision path shown
as Figure 7.
In Figure 7, we can find that the regime changes the situation totally. However, the big one does not want to push the
pedal because the payoff is too low. Instead, since the small one works hard, the big one just needs to wait for food. So, just
like regime 1, this regime leads to polarization, which means labor force is idle due to the unreasonable design of the
regime.
Regime 3: The one who pushes the pedal can get 20% of the other food, and the other one can get 80%. If both of them
push the pedal, each one can get 50%.
The payoff matrix is shown as Table 12.
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Figure 7. Decision Path of Regime 2
Table 12. Payoff Matrix of Regime 3
Player B

Payoff _Matrix
S0(cooperation)
S1(defection)

Player A

S0(cooperation)
4, 4
9, -1

S1(defection)
-0.6, 8.6
0, 0

We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated game, and get the figure of decision path shown
as Figure 8.

Figure 8. Decision Path of Regime 3

In Figure 8, we can find that both two pigs do not want to work. Although cooperation is good for both two pigs, but
the unreasonable regime of “work more to earn less” is a hit to each pig, so both of them do not work. It is just like the
typical case of prisoner’s dilemma.
Regime 4: The one who pushes the pedal can get 80% of the other food, and the other one can get 20%. If both of them
push the pedal, each one can get 50%.
The payoff matrix is shown as Table 13.
Table 13. Payoff Matrix of Regime 4
Payoff _Matrix
Player A

Player B
S0(cooperation)

S1(defection)

S0(cooperation)

4, 4

3.6, 4.4

S1(defection)

6, 2

0, 0
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We put the payoff matrix into our framework to simulate the repeated game, and get the figure of decision path shown
as Figure 9.

Figure 9. Decision Path of Regime 4

In Figure 9, we can find that the regime of “work more to earn more” makes both of the two pigs begin to work
alternately, and sometimes they cooperate with each other, which changes the situation of “one pig always works, while
another thumbs a ride”. But a reasonable and efficient regime should encourage everyone to work together, rather than
alternately. Just like what we have discussed in the aforementioned section, working alternately occurs in anti-coordination
game, which means there is always someone who wants to have a rest and enjoys fruits, but working alternately improve the
situation of “one pig always works, while another thumbs a ride” to some extent, which is good news to managers.
5. Conclusion and Prospective Work
A simple regime simulation framework based on agent method and game theory has been proposed in this paper. We
implement a simple automatic verification system to find the tendency of selfish individuals’ choices among strategies, so as
to find loopholes in given regimes. The rationality of our framework has been verified by four classic cases in symmetrical
game. And we try to make some regimes based on “Boxed Pigs” to prevent the small pig from thumbing a ride, use our
framework to verify these regimes, and make some gains. Through our framework, managers can detect possible problems
early when they make regimes, which helps reduce the loss of costs caused by management and improve team relations.
However, it is just a basic framework, and there are some spaces that can be enriched and improved in future research work.
First of all, our current framework is to find the possible loopholes in regimes rather than optimize regimes, which
means that we have no idea in terms of what kind of regimes has no loophole. Therefore, in the future, we will try to
introduce optimization mechanisms into our framework to improve its performance. In addition, agents just consider their
own payoffs when they choose their strategies, which cause constraints on practical applications. Thus, we will add
mechanisms to control the relations among agents, such as comparisons and justice, which will further introduce concept of
income satisfaction, which maybe have a great influence on the individual decision-making process. Furthermore, the
principle of “winners stay, losers change” oversimplifies the individual decision-making process, which can lead to
distortion in irrational simulation. We also need to add some psychology mechanisms into our framework to enrich our
framework in the field of irrational simulation, because the fundamental purpose of our automatic verification framework is
to use agent method and game theory to deal with problems which are not easy to handle in mathematical level, so as to
extend the application field of computer science in management science and psychology.
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